**Work Plan and Methodology**

By analyzing different materials, data with the help of primary sources and secondary sources, the work will be completed.

Throughout the ages, we see the value of humanism has been in care and nowadays also humanism is given the utmost importance.

Like other writers, such as Plato, Aristotle, Machiavelli – as classics; and Thomas More, Sydney, Shakespeare, Eliot etc. as moderns, E. M. Forster also enlightened the value and importance of humanisms in most his works; and it is needed to discuss such subject to conquer ethics and morals.

Only by keeping such importance of humanity, the whole world is in the enchanting atmosphere, while staying in anywhere else, whatever the land or region may be only because of humanity, the obstacles are clearing and safe.

The work is to be carried out only with the help of works related with Forster is in something, undigested; but by putting the light upon the thorough atmosphere of the literature; and that will be the prime weightage behind completing the work.